
Asexual and Sexual Reproduction

Inheritance

Inheritance happens when offspring “inherit” traits, like brown hair or blue eyes, from their parents. 

 

The same process happens with animals! When two animals mate, their genetic information combines

to create offspring with genetic information that is different from the parents. This is called sexual

reproduction, and results in genetic variance. Genetic variance means that there is differences in the

genetic information between the parents and the offspring.
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There is another kind of reproduction called asexual reproduction. In asexual reproduction, a single

parent produces multiple copies of the same cell. Then, these cells divide into two different individuals.

These two individuals are genetically identical. Many invertebrates, including sea stars and sea

anemones, reproduce in this manner.
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Smartphone Apps

Did you know that there are apps that help people perform tasks? Like these:
Transportation apps: These apps have databases of different types of transportation in and

around a city. The app has information about buses, subways, and trains. People can enter

a destination address and see the fastest route from their current location.

Plane ticket booking apps: These apps have information about plane rides from one

location to another. Once the user locates a plane ride, they can input their credit card

information and book the ticket right from their phone!

There are also apps that help solve problems in the world!
Processing apps: These apps take advantage of your smartphone's idle time (the time

when you aren't on your phone) to help in the fight against cancer. These apps download

small chunks of cancer research problems and simulations and uses your phone's computer

to help solve these complex mathematical problems. Then, the results are sent back to the

research team!

Ecological apps: GreenBaby, an interactive app created by high school girls in Brazil,

educates users about ecological problems like deforestation and low animal populations.

Users can even adopt a tree that will be planted in the Amazon rainforest!

There are also apps that help teach people about certain subjects:
Language apps: DuoLingo is an app that helps people learn a new language! The app

rewards you with experience for successfully completed lessons and skills. The experience

allows you to level up your language knowledge, from level 1 to 25. You can even earn

bonuses and streaks for practicing every day!

Trivia apps: Quiz Up is a competitive trivia and quiz app that allows you to test your

knowledge of any one of over 700 topics. Topics range from the entertaining, like sports

and video games, to the serious, like nursing and marketing.

Mobile app developers create many different kinds of apps for smartphones. Some examples include

the Youtube app, Facebook app, and Instagram app. However, there are many different kinds of apps.
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Steps to Make a Genetics App
Follow the steps below to create your app!

Step One: Choose Organisms to Discuss
Choose one organism that reproduces sexually and one animal that produces asexually. (Circle your choices)

Ameoba
Amoebas are found all over the place, from oceans to soil. These guys move around and eat

bacteria! Amoebas reproduce by binary fission, a fancy word that means splitting in two. First,

its nucleus doubles! Then, the amoeba constricts in the middle, like a belt were being pulled

tighter and tighter around the cell. Finally, the two new cells pinch apart, then slowly move

away from each other. At the end of this process, two identical “daughter” cells are created

from one.

Blue-Headed Wrasse
Many animals are born male or female and stay that way for the rest of their lives. This isn’t

true for the blue-headed wrasse! These tropical fish live in the shallow waters of the Caribbean.  

Females of this fish can completely transform into males! This happens if there are no males in

the area to fertilize eggs!

Brittle stars
Brittle stars, related to sea stars, actually split in half in order to reproduce! This is called fission.  

When fission happens, the brittle star fractures down its middle, creating two identical 3-armed

brittle stars.  These two stars then grow new arms from their empty arm-spaces.  Brittle stars

can also reproduce sexually, like sea stars. At certain times of the year, large females and males

raise their bodies off the ground, balance on their legs, and release sperm and eggs into the

ocean. When the sperm and eggs meet they produce larvae that float away to new habitats.
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Grizzly Bear
Grizzlies usually spend most of their days wandering around alone, but males and females

come together to mate during early summer. During mating, the male deposits his sperm into

the female, where her eggs are fertilized.   Mothers give birth during hibernation in the winter

later to between 1 and 4 cubs. Until they leave the den in late spring, the cubs live off their

mom’s milk, which means mom has to eat enough in the summer and fall to survive

hibernation and to feed her cubs, too! Cubs stay with their mother for about 3 years. She won’t

reproduce again until they leave her side.

Leafy Sea Dragon
Leafy sea dragons reproduce in a way that’s rare in the fish world: the males carry and hatch

the young instead of the females!  When sea dragons mate, the female finds a potential dad

and deposits her eggs underneath his tail where his sperm fertilize them. Pregnant dads can

have as many as 200 incubating eggs tucked tightly beneath their tails.

Red Kangaroo
Red Kangaroos reproduce sexually. When it’s mating time, males will sometimes box each

other for females with their powerful legs. The winning male deposits his sperm in the female,

where an egg is fertilized.  After mating, females give birth to one baby kangaroo, which

spends about 7 months growing in its mom’s pouch. When it’s born, a young kangaroo is tiny,

pink, hairless, and blind! After the time in the pouch, the joey gets too big and will leave to

bounce around next to her.
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Step Two: Fill Out Information Table
Fill out the data table below to figure out important information about your organisms.

Sexual Reproduction Asexual Reproduction

How complex is

your organism? Is it

made of multiple

cells or just one?

How many parents

contribute genetic

information to the

offspring?

How does the

organism

reproduce?

Do the parents take

care of the

offspring?

Is there genetic

variation in the

offspring?
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Step Three: Create App Wireframe
You will now create an app wireframe! A wireframe is like an outline with pictures and words that describe what your app will

look like.

 

First, decide what your app will be called:

Name Your App: ______________________________________

Draw a picture of the home screen. The home screen is the screen that users will see when they open the app.
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Pick App Features
List 3 app features that you will include to help people use your app. (Examples include a button for sexual reproduction

information, asexual reproduction, etc.)Include a feature where users can send in a submission form requesting a new animal

to be featured on the app!

Design Buttons for your Features.

Draw the button or icon for each feature that you listed. Make sure to include a title for each button or icon!
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Sexual and Asexual Reproduction
Write what you will include about your featured organisms. Make sure to include the information that you filled out in the

table!

Sexual Reproduction:

Asexual Reproduction:


